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1 INTRODUCTION

This reporL iG a flnal u;:r.lary of work done at the Univeisity of

Utah, High-Velocity Laboratory under Air Force Office of Scientific

Research contract AF 49(636)-462 during the period 15 July 1958 to

30 September 1961. During this period, five technical reports have been

issued, three technical reports are being su Litted with this final

report, two papers were presented at tile Thir. Symposium on Hypervelocity

Impact and appear in the published proceedings of that symposium, and

one paper was presented at the Fourti )riposium on Hypervelocity Impact

and appears in the published proceedings of that symposium. These

reports and papers ar- listed in Section 2; their contents will be

noted in Sections 3 to 6 where the various research projects conducted

under contract AF 49(638)-462 will be discussed. The reports serve as

final reports on the various phases of the work and include complete

discussions of the objectives, programs, results obtained, and recom-

mendations made for each separate research project. Since these

published reports cover all of the work done under this contract, this

final report will consist primarily of a compilation of the abstracts

of these individaul reports.

This work has provided the material for one Ph.D thesis, seven

M.S. theses and one B.S. thesis and has contributed in some degree to

six other theses done under other contracts. These theses will not be

listed since the work is included in the published reports.



2. PUBLICATIONS UNDER CONTRACT AF 49(638)-462

Reports published by the High-Velocity Laboratory, Department of

Electrical Engineering, University of Utah, Salt. Lake City, Utah.

Technical Report OSR-16, AFOSR No. TN-60-13, Spectral Analysis
of the Impact :,f Ultra-Velocity Copper Spheres into Copper Tarets.
by J, S. Clark, R R. Kadesch, and R. W. Grow, September 1, 1959.

Technical Repo t OSR-07, Analysis and Development of a iWhgas
Gun for Acceieratinm Pellets to Hypersonic Velocities by K. E. Boyd,
R. W. Grow, E P Palmer, and E T. Cann -. , October 15, 1959.

Technical Report No. OSR-18, Hyper,,clity Impact S SEa Particles
by W. H. Clark, R. R. Kadesch, and R. W. Grow, May 1, 1960.

Technical Report No. OSR-19, AFOSR No, TN-60-989, Velocity
and Size DistciLution of Impact SBrL Particles by R. E. Blake,

. W._Grow, F P Palmer, May 20, I. O

Technical Report No. OSR-20, AFOSR No. TN-60-719, Preliminary
Report on the Investigation of the Feasibility of an Electrostatic
Accelerator for Acceleratln Micron-Diameter Particles by G. K.
Jesperson, D W Reid, R, W Grow, and E. P. Palmer, November 15,
1960.,

TechnicaL Report l~o. OSR-21, Charin, Initial Acceleration,
and Detection of Kicron-Diatneter Particles, by D. R. Harrison,
E. P. Palmer, and R. W. ;row.

Technipal Report No. OSR--22, A Laboratory Investigation of
Meteor Physics, By Jo R. Jensen and E. P. Palmer, 15 October 1961.

Technical Report No. OSR-23, Precision Measurement of Lead to
Lead Impact, by Ching-hwei Chion, R: W. drow, and 9. P. Palmer,
31 October 1961.

Symposia Papersi

"The Anomalous Behavior of Lead to Lead Impac:t," by H. B.
Van Fleet, W. S. Partridge, and E. T. Cannon in Proceedings of
the Third Symposium on Hypervelocity Impact. , Armour Research
Foundation, Chicago, Illinois, Vol. I, February 1959.

"The Utah Light-Gas Gun," by W. A. Boyd, W.S. Partridge, and
E.T. Cannon, in Proceed.-gs of the Third Symposium on Hypervelocity
Impact, Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, 7lhlinois, Vol. I,
February 1959.
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"Experimental investigation of Spidy Particles Producing the

Impact Flash," by R W Grnw, R R Kadesch, E. P. Palmer, W. H.
Clark, J S Clark, and R F. Blake in Proceedings of the Fourth
Symosiun on HpervelociL 1 act, Air Proving Ground Center,
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, APGC-TR-60-39, Vol. I1, September
1960.

3 IMPAT4fLASi; %ND SPRAY-PARTtCLE INTESTICATIONS

An investigation was made of the physical mechanisms responsible

for the production of th~e intense flash of light observed in high-velocity

impact, A by-pioduct of this rcscarch was tl'. discovery of micron-sized

pacticles having velocities up to 20 km/sec, The importance of the

discovery that particles with meteor velocities could be produced in

tne laboratory was recognized and led to the initiatiutL of several

projects to study the production and ptoperties of the particles and the

mean. of utilizing them in investigations of meteor impact and meteor

flight through an atmosphere. Prellminary work with the particles has

shown that cthe, , t. ;u reliabi, produced, their size measured, and flight

and impact effects observed Besides their scientific value, the particles

should provide a means lot obr.aining engineering design information for

solving such problems as satellite erosion, micromeLeorite-detector

calibration and other spice-age problems.

This work is reported it, 01R-16, 18, 19 and 22 listed in Section 2.

Abstracts of these papers follow:,

OSRI6, Spcctril Analysis 11 the Im.act of
Ultra-Velocit opper Spheres into Copper Targets.

Sper:rogr.nphic ebservations werL made for copper projectiles impacting

into copper targets in varius controlled atmospheres. Atomic copper
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lines are the predominant feature of the impact flash of copper-to-copper

impacts in a medium of argon. Since a copper line with a 7.1 ev excita-

tion energy is excited in an arg ,, atmosphere, an energy of at least

this magnitude is available fr eicitation of copper atoms. Results

indicate that in argon, the ilash is produced by micron-size copper

particles ejected £ron the target, some with velocities no less than

6-7 km/sec and heated by the medium. A collision process between

copper atoms evapotated from the heated spray particles and atoms of the

argon at.mosphere can account for the observe- copper liaes.

In a medium of hydrogen, the impact fla,., is dimmer by at least two

orders of magnitude, giving a smooth spectral contour ,ith no detectable

line structure. However, no obvious L.ttk boty temperature is obtainable

from the contour of this light emission in hydrogen. Lite relative

velocity between copper atoms and hydrogen molecules required to

produce coppci lines is greater than 20 km/sec in a collision process.

The reduced size of the flash in hydrogen indicates that the

particles responsible for the .'ish are smaller than aose produLing

.ie flash in argon. it appears LhaL Lhe size of the particles that

produce the flash in each gas is of the oruer of magnitude of the

mean free path of the molecules in that gas.

OSR-18, Hvyervelocity-Impact Spra. Particles

Several iivestigators have noticed that a spray of smal'. fast

particles is ejected from a fast metal-to-metal impact. The velocity

of the fastest spray particles previously observed, measured relative to

the more massive body involved in the impact, was twice the impacting

velocity.
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This study has shown that tinder certain con Ltions very much faster

spray particles appear When a 3/16-inch diameter carbon-steel sphere,

with a velocity of 2 km!sec, impa ted on a massive Steel target in

air at 8 cm mentry pressure, spr.iy particles of about 0.5 micron diameter

left the impact at ve.oc it s i) to t5 km/seco The velocity was measured

by a time-of-fligh' ;echniqou

The effect ci vr,'ing pellet and target material and the atmosphere

on the characteristics of the spray particle kis investigated. It was

found that all three variables have strong z- complicated effects.

A partial theory of tie acceleration of ;ip-ry particles has been

developed. Tests made on impacts of special geometry confirmed the

theoretical predictions

It is hoped that these fast spray pz-rticles will be useful as

artificial meteors for research purposes it is demonstrated that the

faster spra, particles observed are luminous due to the same process

whereby the averag- 'isual meteor leaves a luminous trail.

OSR-l9, VeLoct and Si:ze Distribvt ion of Impact S Particles

Steel and pyrex spheres having a diameter if 3/16 inch were

accelerated with a 220 caliber smooth-bore gun to a velocity of 2.0

kilometers per second. These spheres were impacted on targets of the

same material as the sphere. The luminous spray resulting from the impact

was detected by means of photocircuits which produced a voltage that

was recorded by an oscilloscope camera.

Maximum measured initial spray velccities for the steel-to-stael

impacts varied between 8 5 km/sec and 10.3 km/sec and a measured average
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velocity between two points for glass-to-glass ito.pacts was in excess of

20 km/sec. The particle -adius of the steel spray was calculated from

drag data to i~e between 0.1.8 and 1 02 microns.

In order to separate the r.,pating spray particles, a high speed

motor was used to rotate, i-.Atished aluminum disk at a velocity of thirty-

two thousand revoiti ions per minutc. The %,elocit) distribution of the

spray partir]es In 11hc steel-to-steel impai-s was observed to have two

discrete velocity classes - one :it the f.ster velocity of approximately

9 km/sec and another iuoving much slower in I, pect to the initial time

of impact This second disLCLe velocity clz.,i was not observed in the

glass to glass impacts P-rticles moving at these discrete velocities

were of random size Ihe distLribUt.... ithe (rater size at various

angular positions was investigatcd

OSR.22. A Laboratory Investigation of Meteor Physics

Thp equations of motion for a single particle traveling in a

constant-density atmosphere are derived. The aerodynamic drag on the

porticle and the atmosphere-particle energy transfer resulting in lass of

particle mass are considered in the derivations. The equations arto

solved using a Datatron 205 Digital Computer, and the solutions are

discussed in some detail. Lmphasis is placed on determining particle

size and absolute jumlnosity from measurements of distance versus time.

In the solutions, it is assumed as an initial condition that the particles

are heated and ablating.

hicron-size particles, which travel at velocities in the lower

meteor range of 10 to 20 km/sec, are produced by impact of spherical
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steel pellets on a steel target Preliminary experiments were conducted

using these paert'cies in~ a controlled atmosplere The particles, being

luminous, wete detected by photon ipliter tubes Whe leading edge of

a cloud of particles was detected and velacities up to 15 km/sec were

measured B5y ijpplying tbc Lneory to deceteratiou, measurements, the

size of the parLOc~s was estimated at approximately 1.0 micron diameter.

An 4mprnved vacuum Wiing range was designed to correct for the

vacuum and size limitations of the original s stem. An experiment is

proposed to utilize the imptoved system to 0, ct and measure individual

particles. Data from the~ ex~periments can be ompared with theory and

the results applied direcLly to determine in detail the physical

phenomena occurring in meteor flight

4 LIGH'I -GAS-GUN DEVELOPMENT

A necesbcut nit of any high-velocity investigation is the develop-

ment of equipment for accelpiating projectiles to the required velocities.

To satisty these needs, a light-gas gun was developed under contract

Mi 49(638) 462. The work is discussed in detail in report OSR-17 listed

in Section 2. The abstract is given below,

0SR-17. Analysis and1 Development of a
Light-Gas Gun for Accelerat~ing Pellets to UvXEIE1nic Velocities

A light-gas guni Pmplrying hydrogen as a driving gos and using a

piston-type compression cycle has been developed and fired in two

different coufigurations iudor a variety of firing conditions.

Pellets weighing one gram have been, launched through a velocity

raage of from 7,000 ft/sec to 27,300 ft/sec The high velocity of
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27,300 ft/sec has not been verified because of the damage suffered by

the gun when fired at the conditions required to achieve this velocity.

Rather than risk destroying the gun by attempting to verify the highest

velocity achieved, emphasis was placed on gaining data at reduced energy

levels to study the launching cycle in a manner to gain maximum knowledg.

Data are presented and analyzed for a gun having a compression tube

length of 92 inches with a bore of 2.38-inches diameter and designed to

launch pellets eiLher pacallel to the longitudinal axis of the gun or

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis.

A study and analysis of the piston motioit is made and a basis for

assuming a shock-wave compression process iu dctormne. Equations

describing pressure ratio ond temperature ratio across a compression

wave and a reflected wave are developed and a comparison of a shock-

wave compression process to a reversible-adiabatic compression process

is made.

A procedure for firing the gun described in these pages is given in

the Appendix with a set of sample firing calculations.

The four basic requisites for successful launching using a piston

type light-gas gun are offered as a basis for understanding the actual

launching process.

!. ELECTROSTATIC ACCELERATION OF SMALL PARTICLES

A theortical and experimental study wa. made of the feasibility of

charging small particles and accelerating them to high velocities in an

electrostatic field. The development of a Van de Graaff generator for

producing the necessary field and the development of methods for handling
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the particles are discuesed in report OSR-2fj i in Section 2. Final

feasibility of the nethod is deteimined by the ratio of charge on the

particle te the mass of the particle. The results of experimental

studies on the charge to mass ratio actually attainable are given in

report OSR-21. Abstracts of these papers are given below.

On-20, Preliminary Report In the Investization (-
of an Electrostatic Aecelerator for Acceleratina Mi D % r

PART I Van de Graaff Generator

An electrostatic generator of the Van de Graff type was built. The

generator charges to 600,000 volts and delivers 70 pamps when nesatively

charged. When positively chargedthe generator delivers 10 Aamps at

473,000 volts. The difference in voltages and currents is due to a

difference in arc-over phenomena which is discussed.

It was found that the charge delivered to the upper oblate

wpheroid is genL. tt~d by ionization o the air in the vicinity of the

lower pulley. The air is ionized by high voltage gradients between

comb tips and the lower pulley.

A rubber belt is used to transport charge from the charge-producing

system to the upper spheroid. The equation for the electric field due

to an infinite sheet of charge is used to predict the theoretical

maximum surface -harge density on the belt. The maximum charge the

belt will carry was found to be abcut 50% of the theoretical value. It

is sho,, by the use of electric field maps, that the generator voltage

has very little effect on the amount of charge lost in transit from the



lower to the uppe. spheroid It is shown thdt mr at of the charge is lost

before the belt eaves tne lower spheroid.

Gauss' iw is ,uscd to show tKt the charged belt entcring the upper

spheroid develops a potential beiw -n the belt and the sa rroi rcgardless

of the potential o tWC 0 .Ilor 1his potential ionizes the air S'.tween

the upper comb aoo pulley which allowb the charge to be removed from

the belt to the spheroid

An equivalent tirw,,t is proposed which prodicts the voltage

attainable by the generator All parameter , n the equivalent circuit

are shown to be a function of belt speed onl Agreement is gund

between predicted and measired performance values at low belt speeds.

At the upper belt-speed limit of 4,0th' ft /mirn, errors of 30% are noted.

Recommendations are made for increi-ug the current and voltage

capabilities of the generator

PAR1 II Charging of Micro Particles

A system was built to handle micron-diameter particles, charge them,

and inject them into the field of a Van de Giaaff generator. The particles

used are carbonyl-iron spheroids having an average diameter of 3 microns

and a density of 7.8 g/cm . An injector was built which consists of

two paratlel places sepat Ldt by aa inculaLing washer.. The application

of 2,000 volts d across the plates causes the particles to oscillate

between them. This mot .n injects the particles into the system when

their path lOs up with buall ".1e in the lower plate The particles

are charged when they hit a charging electroik raised to 25,000 volts

positive. The charging electrode consists of a ball with a diameter if
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59 microns attached to the end of a snIalerodiamev.r shaft. The

particles are accelerated by a .rge dc volt-.ge developed between two

large oblate spheroids by a van dL Graeff generator. To measure the

charge on tI-E particle. and ai-. 0-heir velocity, a small section of 1/8

inch coptuin_ c is .ne'iosc.J in a grounded shield. 1he passage of

charged part I,. tv t irough the tubing induces a voltage pulse whose

height is proportional to the charge on the particle and whose length

;s a nesure of the tLiMe ,equircd tor the par cles to travel the length

of the tubing.

OSR-2, Lharging, Initial Acceleration,
and Detection of Micron-Diameter Particles

One method by which small particles .nay he accelerated to high-

velocities is to charge the particles electrically and then accelerate

them throz: : i high voltage such as that produced by a Van de Graaff

generator, besi(le ,rodtucin6 a high voltage, the chief problems met in

developing such a system are those concerned with the handling of the

,articles, the placing of a cl irge on them, maximizing their cnarge-to-

mass ratio and measuring particle size and velccity. This paper

discusses the system dev~loped to solve these problems. A measure of the

over-all effectiwvness of the charging syste i is given by the particle

chargc-to-mass iratio since this determines the velocity which can be

attained by electros,.atic acceleration It was found that for carbonyl-

iron spheres of 0.2 to ll-iicron radius, the attainable charge to mass

raL1o is given bv the formula q/m = (6 13 x 10" )R. where q is charge,

m is mass and R is particle radius. M. K S. units are used. It is
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believed that this represents close to the practical maximum value

attainable using induction chargitug. The results indicate that

0.3-micron-radius perticles can be accelerated to about 13.5 km/sec

with a 5 V acceleraLjng potential. It was found that particle mass

could be determined within 2z per cent. This serves as a measure of the

over-all vrfectivcncsz of the detection system since mass is calculated

from measured velocity, charge, and accelerating voltage.

6. IMPACT AND CRATERING TWESTIGATIONS

An experimental investigation of cratering in lead was conducted

in order to study the behavior of a material where hydrodynamic properties

are more important than material stiength properties. Earlier work,

reported by Van Fleet, Partridge and Cannon in the Third Symposium on

Hypervelocity Impact (see Sec. 2), had indicated that crater volume

per urit projectile energy decreased at higher velocities. This was in

contrast to the experimental results obtained in other materials but

tended to substantiate the theoretical predictions of R. L. Bjork.*

r, carefully cnrtrolling experimental conditions in order to obtain more

accurate data, it was discovered that for many ohots, the ratio of 7rater

volume to projectile energy did not decrease at high velocities. Scatter

in the data and a limited velocity range do not allow final conclusions

to be made in this matter and indicate the need for further work. The

*R. L. BjoL'k, Effects of a Meteoroid Impac on Steel and Aluminum
in Space, Report P-1662, The Rand Corp., Santa Monica, California,
December 16, 1958.
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results oi this study are reported in OSR-23. Ac. abstract of the paper

0SR-23, Precision Heastrement of Lead to Lead LJ!2c

Lead spheres having d diaraeter of 3/16 inch (0.476 cm) were impacted

normally upon lead targets at different temperatures. The volume, area.

and deprh ot resulting craters were mea4..-ed and plotted as a function

of either the pellet impacting energy, the pc)let momentum, or the pellet

velocity.

The crater volume was tound to be a lineAr function of the pellet

impacting ettegy for low energies. The ratio of volume to energy was

found to decrease with the increase ) .)llet velocity. The decrease

ef this ratio at higher velo. ities was found to be less with the increase

of target Lempeiatur . . temperature dependence of volume per unit

energy was con' "-ry to that expected since it was believed that at higher

temperatures, ma r, al strength would be less and the material would

behave more like a perfect fluid, It was expected that a moie fluid

behavior would result in a 13wer volume per unit energy as predicted by

R. L. Bjork for iron and a±jminum.

In order to increase the accuracy of measurement, shatdowgrams of

pellets were taken j11sL before the impact. These were used to decide

the accuracy of data obtained. in these more accurate experiments,

the crater depth was found to be proportional co the two-third power

of pellet velocity for many shots over the entire velocity range in-

vestigated. Since Lhe craters were practically hemispherical, this

indicates volume proportional to energy for these shots. The original
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resaltS Lhat V/E decrcases with tOe increase of ,-let velocity and the

later results that crater depth is proportional to the 2/3 power of

pellet veloLitV contradict rnch nrhrr But the fact that the decrease

of VIE at hign velocities is lea at high temperature and thus the

volume versus energy plot te',.s to be a straight line snows that the

,'ontradiction is probably caused by measuremenit error. The error is

greater for high velocities and law target temperatures. The results

of this work are noL .onclislve and indicate the need for the development

of better means of acceleatitJg low-strength rojectiles.

A relationship was found to exist between the initial V/E and

the target Lemperature, A linear relationship between the crater area

and the pellet momentum wab found to t.St,
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